
                                                    

LUBLAN GLOBAL ATF 
                                                  Synthetic Fluid ATF type for transmissions    

Product Description: 
Lublan Global ATF is a premium synthetic blend transmission fluid specially designed for use in autometic

transmission in most passenger cars, SUVs, light duty trucks and vans. 
It exceeds the performance requirements for GM DEXRON VI, Ford Mercon V, its also backward compatible

for use in transmissions previously by GM DEXRON or DEXRON III and Ford Mercon brands.
Lublan Global ATF in ana advanced, high performance, multi-purpose power transmission fluid. IT has been
tested for use in the latest generation of low-viscosity ATF applications and is also backward compatible
with most high-viscosity apllications.
Not  reccommend  for  use  in  vehicles  with  continuosly  variable  transmissions  (CVTs)  or  dual  clutch
transmissions (DCTs).

Features and Benefits:

Thanks to its specific and exclusive formulation, the product:
 Excellent friction stability for smooth shifting

 Optimum performance in GM 6-speed transmissions
 Excellent performance in hybrid transmission 
 protection against varnish, corrosion and sludge formation
 Superior thermal stability and oxidation resistance
 One fluid for virtual every global transmission application 

Typical properties:                          LUBLAN GLOBAL ATF    

Viscosity ASTM D-445
cSt @ 40°C 30,2 – 32,9 
cSt @ 100°C 5,8 – 6,4
Viscosity Index ASTM D-2270 ≥150
Pour Point, °C, ASTM D-97 -45
Flash Point, °C, ASTM D-92 >228
Density @ 15°C, Kg/l, ASTM D-1298 ≥0,850
Brookfield a -40°C, mPa*s, ASTM D-2983 13.000

Health and Safety:
The data related to health, safety and environmental protection are provided in the material safety data
sheets.
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Specifications and Approval:

 Aisin Warner AW-1
 Allison TES-389, C-4
 Apolloil/Kia ATF Red-1K
 BMW LT 71141, LA2634, M-1375.4, 7045-E, ETL-8072B
 Ford MERC, FNR5, MERC V, MERC SP, MERC LV
 GM DEX II, DEX III and VI
 Honda ATF-Z
 Hyundai SP-II, SP-III, SP-IV andf SPH-IV
 JWS 3309, 3324
 MAN 339 Type F
 Mazda M-V
 Mercedes-Benz 236.1, 236.2, 236.3, 236.6, 236.7, 236.9, 236.11
 Mercedes-Benz NAG-1
 Mitsubishi Diamond SP-II and SP-III
 Nissan Matic-D, Matic-J, Matic-K and Matic-S
 Saab 93 165 147
 Subaru ATF, ATF-HP
 Toyota T, T-II, T-III and T-IV
 Toyota WS (JWS 3324)
 Voith H55.6336.35
 Volvo 1161521, 1161540 and STD 1273.41
 VW TL52162
 ZF TE-ML-14B, 16L, 17C

The above figures are those relating to normal manufacturing tolerances and do not constitute a specification.
GLOBAL ATF Date Created: 18/01/2013  Last Edit: 17/05/2019
This data sheet and the information it contains is believed to be correct with specific reference to the date of printing. The accuracy or completeness of the data and
information contained in this publication are not binding in any way the responsibility of the company. The user has the obligation to evaluate and use products safely
and in accordance with all applicable laws and regulations currently in force. No statement made in this publication shall be construed as a permission, recommendation
or authorization given or implied to practice any patented invention without a license. The GL OIL S.P.A. can not be held responsible for any damage or injury resulting
from incorrect use of the product or of any lessening the recommendations or any risk arising from the nature of the material.
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